
List of Energies Spirits for MD

3 Doshas, 5 cardinal functions, 5 Koshas, 5 Reiki Precepts, 8 extraordinary 
meridians, 12 regular meridians, 2012 phenomenon, 

A-she points, absent healing, Achva, Actuation in body, accupoints, 
accupressure, accupressure instruments, Accupressure work theory, 
Accupuncture, Accupuncture needles, Accupuncture point injection, 
accupuncture points, accupuncture-induced anesthesia, accutonics, 
Adonism, advanced martial artists, Aether, Afterimage, air dieties, Air 
spirits, Aiwass, Akashic field, Al-Hijamah, Alchemy, Alchemy symbols, 
Alfeios, alternative health bracelets, alternative medicine, analgesic, 
Anatomy of the Spirit, ancestral spirits, Ancient Egyptian soul, ancient 
healing practices, animal familiars, animal magnetism, animism, Anma, 
Anno Lucis, Anthroposophic medicine, Anthroposophy, Apitherapy, Applied 
kinesiology, apparitional experiences, Archeosofica, Archeosophical 
Society, Archeosophy, Arkana Publishing, Armanen Futharkh runic system, 
Aromatherapy, Ascended Masters, Ashtar, astral body, astral plane, astral 
projection, astral travel, Astrological age, Astrological symbols, astrology, 
Atescha-Taganosyn, atmosphere or feel of mystery, attunement process, 
auras, auras reading, auras Colours, aureola, auric field, auricular 
acupuncture, auricular therapy, auriculoacupuncture, Auriculotherapy, 
Australian bush flower essences, auto suggestion, automatic writing, Aylan 
vital, Aylectro Santay, Ayurveda, Ayurvedic medicine, 

BDORT, Bach flower remedies, Balance bracelets, Bashar, behavior 
modification, behavioral techniques, Behmenism, Bergerism, Bergsonism, 
Bhudda, huddism, bhuddist, Bian shi, bio-energetic field, bio-field energy 
healing therapies, biophysical systems theory, Bio-Ray bracelets, 
Biodynamic Psychology, bioelectromagnetics, bioelectromagnetism, 
Bioenergetics, Bioenergetics analysis, biofield energy healing, Biomagnetic 
Regulator, Bioresonance therapy, bioresonance change, bioresonating 
frequencies in holograms, Biotic energy, Black Sun, blankets with magnets 
in them, Blavatskyism, bleeding, or Wet cupping, Blondlotism, blood letting, 
Blood stopping, body of light, Body Psychotherapy, Bohmeism, Bovis scale, 



Boyensenism, Branhamism, breath of life, Breathwork, Bretheren of the Free
Spirit, Brucism, Burrism, Burtism, Byosen-ho, 

Calendarium Naturale Magicum Perpetuum, Cao Dai, cargo cult science, 
Cathar Perfect, Catharism, ceremonial magic, change electromagnetic 
frequencies, channel bioelectro-magnetism, channel healing energy, 
channeled, channeler, Channeling the Dead, Channeling Spirits, Channeling 
the Subconscious, chant, chanting, chaos theory, charm needles, charmers, 
Chi energy, chi bracelets, chin na, Chinese martial arts, Chinese vitalism, 
Chiropracty, Chiryo, Chromotherapy, Church of Light, Clairaudience, 
Clairvoyance, Classical elements, cognitive dissonance, cognitive 
techniques, cold & hot readings, Colorpuncture, consciousness, contact 
healing, Contain body fluids, Contemporary Sant Mat movements, controlled 
bleeding, copper therapy bracelets, correct imbalance in flow of qi through 
meridian channels, Cosmetic acupuncture, cosmic energy, counterfeit holy 
spirit, Coxism, Craigism, Credentes, Crookesism, Crop circles, Crowleyism, 
crown Chakra, Crystal healing, Crystals, crystalline structures, cults, Cursus
monument, Cymatic therapy, 

dark energy, de-Gasparinism, De-qi sensation, defence against Exogenous 
Pathogenic Factors, demons, demons impersonating the holy spirit, 
designed to work with body's natural energy field, devices to mediate body's
flow of energy, direct energies, Direct Teaching of Spiritual Energy, 
disharmony, disruption, or imbalances in Qi flow, distant healing, Disturbed 
Energy Field, divination, diviner, Divining rod, divining with demons in 
deliverance, Dobbsism, Doc Fritz, Doiism, Dousing, Dousing rods, douser, 
Dream telepathy, dream therapy, Drieschism, Dry Bathing Method, dry 
cupping, dry needling, 

ear acupuncture, ear reflexology, Earth energy, Earth goddesses, Earth 
mysteries, Earth radiation, Eclectic medicine, ecteneic force, ectenic force, 
ectoplasm, Edgar Cayceism, effect cures, Egyptian soul, Electro 
acupuncture, electromagnetic field, electromagnetic therapy, electrons 
acting as antioxidants, elementary particles as yet undiscovered, emotional 
body, Emotional Freedom Techniques, Emotional Transformation Therapy, 
empowering symbols, empowerment, energetic healings, energetic mastery 
system, energy balance bracelet, energy esotericism, energy flow, energy 



healing, Energy field, Energy field disturbance, energy flow through 
practitioner's hands, energy manipulation, energy medicine, energy 
projected from hands of healer, energy psychology, energy roller, energy 
therapy, Enlightened Spiritual Energy, Enlightening, Enlightenment, 
epilepsy, eracer of addictions, eracer of anxiety, eracer of cravings, eracer 
of depression, eracer of fears, eracer of phobias, Eratusism, Ernstism, 
Esoteric Christianity, Esoteric cosmology, Esoteric energy, Esoteric 
interpretation of Quran, esoteric knowledge, Esoteric Norwich, Esoteric 
schools of thought, Esoteric symbols, Esotericism, Esotericists, E S P, E S T,
ethereal atmosphere, etheric Auras, etheric body, etheric, mental and 
emotional emanations, evil spirit guides, evil spirit protectors, Exoteric, 
exploi, exploitation, exploied, exploiing, Extrasensory perception, 

Faith healing, false holy spirit, false laying on of hands, familiar spirits, 
familiar spirits impersonating the holy spirit, familiars, farr, false fasting, 
feedback, feel or sense spiritual presence, feeling of mystery, Feinberggism,
feng shui, fetish, finger, & palm pressure, & stretches, fire Cupping therapy, 
Firsoffism, Flammarionism, Flow Living, flow of aura, flow of energy, flying, 
foot reflexology, force in medium's body, form energy, Fourth Way 
enneagram, Fraternitas Saturni, free energy, Freemasonry, Frequency 
Specific Microcurrent, 

Garden of Cyrus, Gassho, Gellerism, Gendai Reiki Ho, Geoglyphs, ghosts, 
Gnostic, Gnosticism, God-man, Goddess Breath Method, grand unification 
theory, Grandmaster, Great chain of being, Grimoire, Gua sha, 
Gurwitschism, Gyoshi-ho, 

Haeckelism, halo, Hammondism, Hand acupuncture, hand reflexology, hand-
positions, Hands of light, hands-off healing, hands-off work, hands-on 
healing, hands-on work, Harmony Society, Hathor, haunt, haunted, 
hauntings, Hayashiism, healer-sourced electromagnetic fields, healing 
energy, Healing Eyes Method, healing force, healing on emotional level, 
healing on mental level, healing on physical level, healing on spiritual level, 
Healing Touch, Hermetic Brotherhood, Hermeticism, Hermetism, hibiki, 
Hieroglyphic Monad, Hieronymus machine, Hijama, Hindu tantra, Hinduism, 
holistic healers, holistic healing, holistic therapy, Hologram bracelet, 
holographic technology, Holotropic Breathwork, Holy Order of Mans, hui yin 



position, human energy field, Hylozoism, hypnosis, Hypnotherapy, hypnotist, 
hypnotize, hypnotized, hypnotizing, 

I Renew bracelets, Ichor, Illuminism, Imaginal psychology, improve balance,
improve flexibility, improve strength, Inamotoism, Indian Ayurveda, 
indoctrine, indoctrined, indoctrination, induce healing effect, InfiniteQuest, 
Initiation into planes or inner worlds, Innate intelligence, inner healing, 
Inner Teachings, inner worlds, Integrative Body Psychotherapy, 
Intermediate zone, Internal alchemy, intuition, intuitive sense, intuitive skill,
intuitive treatment, Inuit mythology, invisible life force, ionic bracelets, 
Ionized bracelets, Ionized jewelry, Iranian glory, iridology, irisology, 
Ishikism, Isis Unveiled, 

Jikiden Reiki, Jing Qi Shen, Jinn, Johnsonism, Joshin Kokyu-ho, 

Kabbalah, Kashmir Shaivism, Kenyoku-ho, Ki energy, kilnerism, Kirlian 
photography, Kirlianism, Komyo Reiki Kai, Kotodama, Kozyrev mirror, 
Kozyrevism, Kreigerism, Krotona, krupa chakra, Kundalini, Kundalini 
Evolutionary Energy, kundalini fire symbols, Kunzism, Kuthumi, Kyron, 
Kything, 

L-Field, lancing meridians, Laszloism, Leadbeaterism, Left-Hand Path, 
Lesya, letting go of contraction in body-mind, Lethbridgeism, Ley lines, life 
energy, life force, life force energy, Likatier tribe, Limited bruising cupping 
massage, Long range locator, Low level laser therapy, Lowenism, Lung in 
Tibetan Buddhism, lying signs & wonders, Lyttonism, 

Magic, Magnet therapy, magnetic blankets, magnetic bracelets, magnetic 
jewelry, magnetic creams, magnetic energy, magnetic mattresses, 
magnetic patches, magnetic plasters, Magnetic resonance therapy, 
magnetic shoe insoles, magnetic supplements, magnetic straps for wrists, 
magnetic straps for ankles, magnetic straps for knees, magnetic straps for 
back, magnetic therapy, Magnetite ring, magnetized water, magnetostatic 
fields, magnotherapy, main auras, Maitreya, Mana energy, Mandaeism, 
Manichaeism, manipulation of bio-energy, Manipulative therapy, mantras, 
Marcolukias, Martinism, massage techniques, massage therapy, master 
jesus, Master Practitioner, Master Teacher, Medical acupuncture, medicinal 
bleeding, meditation, meditative state, mediumistic channelling, Mediums, 



mediumship, memory field, mental body, mental field, meridian energy lines,
meridians, mesmerism, mesmerize. mesmerized, mesmerizing, Metamorphic
Technique, Metamorphosis, metaphysical biofield permeates body, 
metaphysics, microcosmic orbit, migraines, mind body interventions, mind 
control, mind occult, mind over body, Mind over matter, mind over pain, 
mindons, Mitogenetic radiation, modern paganism, Modern Spiritual Energy 
Method, modern Western esotericism, modulate energies, Monas 
Hieroglyphica, Mooreism, Morphic field, morphine, Morphing, Morrisism, 
moxxi-bustion, mysterious atmosphere, mysterious energy, mysterious 
force, mysterious vital energy in mind, mysteriousness, mystery, Mystery 
Teachings, mystic, mystical elements of traditional beliefs, mystical energy,
mystical powers, mystical practices, mystical revelation, mystical theology,
Mysticism, 

N ray, Nambudripad's Allergy Elimination Techniques, Natural Therapeutics, 
Naturopathy, Naziism, needling sites, Negative air ionization therapy, 
negative charge, negative energies, Neiye Inward Training, Nematollahism, 
neo-pagan, neo-paganism, neo-Reichian therapies, neo-shaman, neo-
shamanism, Neo-Theosophy, neoplatonism, Neutrinal Energy, Pradylis, 
neutrinos, New Age crystal healers, New Age crystal, New Age medicines, 
New Age religions, New Age therapies, Nishi Shiki, No Way to Heaven, 
Nomen mysticum, Non-Contact Therapeutic Touch, nonphysical subatomic 
particles, Numen, Numinous, 

Occult, occult abilities, occult mind control, occult practices, occult 
science, occult symbols, occultic, occultism, Oceanic anthropology, 
Oceanic cultures, Odic force, Oera Linda Book, Okuden, organisational 
forces, orgone energy, Orgonomy, oriental medicine, Orrism, Orthopathy, out
of body experiences, out of body travel, 

pagan, paganism, pain reducer, Palamidessiism, palm healing, 
Papapetrosism, paranormal abilities, paranormal phenomena, paranormal 
practices, Parapsychology, pathways in body, Patience Worth, pattern of 
disharmony, Pauli effect, Pendulum, Performance Technology, perineum, 
physiological gradient, placebo effect, Planes, planes of existence, Pneuma 
energy, Pneumatology, Pointing-out instruction, Polarity therapy, 
Poltergeist, positive charge, positive confession, positive lying, positive 



psychology, positive therapeutics, positive thoughts, positive thinking, 
positivism, Power Balance, Power Band, power mat, power of nature, Power 
Technologies, power thoughts, Power wrist band, prana, Pranic healing, 
prayer, precognition, precognitive experience, Pressure point, 
prestidigitation, Priceism, Priory of Sion, prophesy out of own heart, pseudo-
science, pseudo-scientific belief, psi fields, psi information, Psionics, 
Psiram, psitrons, psychedelic drugs, psychic abilities, psychic energy, 
psychic ether, psychic force, psychic healing, Psychic Empowerment 
Workshops, psychic phenomena, psychic powers, psychic reading, psychic 
surgery, Psychic Writing, Psychics, psychode, Psychodynamics, 
Psychoenergetics, Psychogeography, Psychokinesis, psychological energy, 
Psychometry, psychons, psychosphere, Pulsed electromagnetic field 
therapy, putative energy medicine, putative energies, Pyramid Energy, 
Sarpolukias, pyramid mat, Pyramid power, Pyrokinesis, Pythagorean 
philosophy, 

Q-Ray ionized bracelets, Qi energy, Qi Do, Qigong, QT Incorperated, quantum
mechanics, quantum mystical invocations, quantum Power Programming, 
quantum theory, quantum vacuum zero point energy, Qudra, Quintessence, 
Quintscherism, 

Radiance Technique, Radiational Energy, Arcolias, Arkilios, Radiesthesia, 
Radionics, Ramtha, Rayma bracelets, re-balancing the body's energy-field, 
Rebirthing-Breathwork, Recapitulation theory, reflex zones, reflexology, 
reflexology meridians, Reichism, Reido Reiki Gakkai, Reiji-ho, Reiki energy, 
Reiki master training, Reiki power method, Reiki practices, Reiki 
techniques, Reiki treatments, Reincarnation, Reinkeism, Reiserism, release 
contraction in body-mind, Remote viewing, resonant frequency principle, 
resonate with natural energy field of body, respond to natural energy field of
body, Retrocognition, rid body of blockages in mind, rid body of negative 
energies, Rolfing therapy, Rollism, Rosicrucianism, Ruderferism, Runic 
magic, ryoge, 

Salusa, Santeria, sayances, Scalp acupuncture, Scanning Method, Schola 
Philosophicae Initiationist, scraping sha-bruises, Second sight, secret 
ionization process, sedating, see a vision out of own heart, Seitai, Seiyo 
reiki, self-healing, sense biofield, Seven rays, Sex magic, Sha'ir, Shabda, 



Shakras, major, & minor, sham acupuncture, shaman, shamanism, 
Sharafism, Sheldonism, Sheldrakeism, Shiatsu, Shiatsu Master, 
Shiatsupractor, Shinpiden level, Shoden, Shubentsovism, Sidereal 
Pendulum, Sidwickism, Silap Inua, sokes, Somatic, Somatotype, Soma 
Constitutional Psychology, Songlines, Sonopuncture, Soaphiology, Soul 
taken, soul travel, soul detatch & travel, source of kundalini, spirit detatch 
& travel, Spiesbergerism, spirit catchers, spirit guides, spirit nets, spirit 
protectors, Spirit, hypothesis, & possession, spiritism, spiritist, spiritual 
atmosphere, spiritual Auras, spiritual energy, spiritual enlightenment, 
spiritual harmony, spiritual healers, spiritual healing, spiritual influence, 
spiritual Mediums, spiritual elements of traditional beliefs, Spiritual 
Occurrence & Spiritual Energy Society, spiritualism, spiritualist, 
spontaneous remission, state of equilibrium, static magnetic fields, Stone 
Tape theory, Stonism, sub-quantum level, Subtle body, subtle body detatch 
& travel, Spell-casting, spells, subtle energy, Sufism, Suggestive 
Therapeutics, supernatural force, supernatural power, Surat Shabd yoga, 
susuk, Sweden-borggianism, synesthesia, system of esoteric cosmology, 

table lifting, table tapping, table turning, tachyon concept, Takataism, 
Taoism, Tapas Acupressure Technique, Tarot, Tarot cards, Tarot card 
reading, telekenisis, telekinetic powers, telepathic information, Telepathic 
Writing, Telepathy, televangelists, tenohira, Teotl, The Mad Russian, The 
Body Electric, The Eraser, the Power Cosmic, theosophical currents, 
Theosophy, Therapeutic touch, third eye, Thought Field Therapy, Thought-
ography, Thuryism, Tillerism, tonifying, traditional Chinese medicine, 
Traditional Japanese Reiki, traditional native indiginus medicine, traditional 
religious faith, traditional yoga, Traditionalism, Traditionalist School, 
Transformation of food, drink, and breath into qi, xue (blood), & jinye (fluids),
Transvection, trigger points, Troth, tui na, Tuina, tuning forks, Typhonian 
Tradition, 

Unani, Unified Energy Fields, universal Akashic field, Universal Energy, 
Universal Symbol, universal life energy, universal psychic ether, unseen 
meridians, Usui Reiki Ryoho Gakkai, Usui Reiki Shiki Ryoho, Usui's Spiritual 
Energy Style of Medical Treatment, Usui's Spiritual Energy Style Therapy, 
Usui's Spiritual Energy Method Society, Usui's Spiritual Energy Therapy, 



Usui/Tibetan Reiki, Usuiism, 

Vajrayana, Vega machine, Vegetotherapy, veritable energy medicine, 
veritable energies, Vertebral subluxation, Vibrational medicine, village 
healers, Violet Breath, Vis medicatrix naturae, vital energy, vital force of 
life, vitalism, vitalist energy, vitalistic pseudosciences, Voll, Voluntarism, 
von Reichenbachism, von Rindfleischism, Vril, Vulcan of alchemists, 

Warming the body, Watkins Books, Way of Mastery, Weiser Antiquarian 
Books, Western Esotericism, Western Mystery Tradition, western mysticism,
Western Reiki, White magic, wicca, wiccan, Wind deities, Wisdom Healing 
Qigong, witch doctors, Witchcraft, witches, wizardry, wizards, works of 
darkness, workers of darkness, worlocks, Wu Xing, 

xue, yang, Year of Light, yin, Yoga of all types, 

zang-fu organs, Zenorism, Zero Balancing, zone therapy, Zoro-astrianism, 

In the Name and Blood of the Lord Jesus Christ, I bind up each and 
every demon left, I individually chain, cage, bag and box them. I put them in 
caves with rocks over the caves with the Light of the Lord shining bright 
and the angels of the Lord reading Scriptures and praise the Lord 
continually. I cover us all with the Blood of Jesus. I call upon God's Holy 
Spirit to fill everybody full to overflowing and to keep chasing out the 
demons and to restore God's people. In Jesus' Name, I loose legions of the 
spirits of the Lord, life, health, healing, restoration, wellbeing, sound mind, 
and a good night's sleep.

We thank You Lord Jesus for everything You have done. We give You 
all the glory and honour, and blessings and praise. In Jesus' Mighty Name 
and by His Blood. Amen.

Pastor T. John Franklin
Church of Salvation, Healing, and Deliverance

COS-HAD.org


